WSSA Critique of Bellevue SMP Open House
Washington Sensible Shorelines Assoc. has prepared the following critique of Bellevue’s draft SMP regulations as
portrayed by staff at the April 20, 2011 City Open House. WSSA notes a number of discrepancies and clarifications.
Click one of these topics and “jump” to that section Exist Docks
Existing Development
New Bulkheads
Phantom Lake

New Development
OHWM (Ord. High Water)

City Display
New Docks

Existing Bulkheads
Newport Shores

WSSA Critique

Overview Statement ->

WSSA’s position on docks is that –
(a) the City should leave dock
regulation to State and Federal
agencies that have jurisdiction.
(Duplication is not necessary and
would be costly), and (b) the City
does not have the expertise to
design safe docks. (The applicant’s
dock specialist and higher agencies
should work out the design.)

Practical considerations may
prevent adherence to these as
local standards, and

These requirements are not
prescribed by State and Federal
agencies.

This statement conflicts with the
opening statement above.
Further, 5 ft is a minimum safe
walkway and a call for 3 ft is more
than unreasonable and reflects a
lack of understanding of safe
design.
CONTINUED BELOW
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City Display
New Docks - Continued

WSSA Critique
The last two options have not
been justified on any documented
scientific basis and weatherrelated conditions on all Bellevue
lakes make soft armoring suspect.
Is this why the City will require a
waiver of liability?

These are regulated by higher
agencies and Bellevue should not
include these in their SMP.

BUT, the City has no jurisdiction
over the location of boat moorage
locations. So why does the City
specify …

… the applicant must choose
between:
2 boatlifts or 4 watercraft lifts or 1
boatlift and 2 watercraft lifts. No
basis has been provided for this.
Not shown here are restrictions
that the lower edge of the canopy
must be 8 ft above high water!
The intent is that boat propellers
not be aimed at the shoreline and
stir up sediment. Again, the City
has no jurisdiction of moorage
locations.
CONTINUED BELOW
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City Display
Existing Docks - Repair

WSSA Critique

Overview Statement ->

WSSA’s position on docks is that –
(a) the City should leave dock
regulation to State and Federal
agencies that have jurisdiction.
(Duplication is not necessary and
would be costly), and (b) the City
does not have the expertise to
design safe docks. (The applicant’s
dock specialist and higher agencies
should work out the design.)
Two messages are not made clear
in this definition of “maintenance”
(1) if the activity isn’t considered
repair, then the rules for NEW
docks apply, and (2) the fine print
limits
the
owner
to
an
unreasonable 20 square feet for
routine maintenance!

Important to note here (1) The configuration of existing
pilings and stringers may not
accommodate grated decking,
(2) a professional may be needed
to determine what’s feasible, and
(3) new steel piles may be needed.
So 30 s.f. of deteriorated boards
could lead to a $100K new dock.
This diagram is useful to help
understand some terms:
This is the “pier” or walkway area.

A finger pier (usually very narrow)

The main platform or moorage
area.
This diagram construes all docks
are constructed with an “F”
configuration. This is not true.
CONTINUED BELOW
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City Display
Existing Docks - Replacement

WSSA Critique
Here is a clearer summary:
Applicants are told to –
- narrow the pier to an unsafe 4 ft
(elsewhere 3 ft is stipulated)
- remove the finger pier,
- stay away 10 ft or more from
neighboring properties,
- extend the walkway at least 30 ft
from shore OR reach a depth of 9
ft of water, but
- don’t extend more than 150 ft
from shore, and
- reduce the platform to a size staff
believes “fits” each lake (WA =
350 s.f., Samm. = 250 s.f., PL = 100
s.f. including pier)
We ask other practical questions
below…
Some practical questions –
If reaching 30 ft has the pilings in
20-30 ft of water, will the dock be
stable?
Why does one need to “buy-back”
a safe width of walkway by
reducing ones moorage platform?

Has it been established that this
pile arrangement will be stable?
NOTE – mitigation options were
not defined.

… but what other actions will be
required of the applicant?
Who does these reports and at
what cost?
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City Display
Existing Development – Exempt Actions

WSSA Critique
Although staff recommends
“carving out” existing homes that
are 25 to 50 ft from water’s edge,
the increase in setback to 50 ft
(from 25 ft established 1974) will
increase to 40% the number of
properties being “regulated”. Yet,
there has been no justification for
doing the increase.
Many affected structures will be
declared non-conforming. Nonconformance carries with it serious
consequences.
When combined, these factors
point to increased restrictions,
increased costs, and diminishing
value of shoreline properties. Add
in the City’s goal of acquiring 20%
of the shore for public use, and
conflict of interest comes to mind.
WSSA is also concerned with the
intent to carve out 60% of the
shore for conservation buffers
restricted to native plants with
permits/bonds required to
maintain them.
A – Retaining walls closer to shore
will be subject to regulation.
B – Code states accessory
structure changes require onerous
setback reduction options.
C – Additions must be lateral or
else requires a setback reduction
option.
D – Impervious surface includes
dwelling expansion. Over 1000 s.f.
triggers additional regulations.
E – 40%’s arbitrary. Engineering &
bond required to assure ‘pervious’.

CONTINUED BELOW

F – Fences allowed only to 25 ft
from shoreline; thus are useless.

City Display
Existing Development – Exempt Actions - Continued

WSSA Critique

Comments are the same as on the
previous display.

Routine maintenance is allowed if:
(1) consistently carried out, (2)
ornamentals predominate over
native/invasive species, (3) hand
tools and hand labor are used.
Mowing is OK.
HOWEVER!
If repair will exceed 50% of the
replacement value, entire property
must comply with SMP regulations
(i.e., new development standards
will apply).

But, this punishes those who’ve
not been able to afford to do a
complete re-build of their
residence.
CONTINUED BELOW
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City Display
Existing Development – Allowed Expansion

WSSA Critique

Building Setback - Since 1974
properties have been developed
using a total setback of 25 ft. No
scientifically established reason
has been provided to extend that
value by adding a 25 ft. restricted
activity area.
VCA – or Vegetation Conservation
Areas were previously termed
“buffers” and would impose
severe
restrictions
on
the
property. Note - this may carry
long term implications under
tightened State regulations - such
as more deed restrictions, more
maintenance, or other restriction
of property rights. WSSA opposes
buffers under any pseudonym.
They have not been justified. The
existing 25 ft setback should be
retained.

No rationale has been provided for
these thresholds. NOTE: the
activity MUST be beyond the 25 ft.
Conservation Area. They cannot
be placed within the first 25 ft.

CONTINUED BELOW
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City Display
Existing Development –Expansion With Setback Reduction

WSSA Critique
To modify a parcel and move
closer to the water, City staff
offers 10 unrealistic options to do
so. They raise practical questions Would one willingly remove ones’
bulkhead to move closer to an
unprotected shoreline?
Would opening a “piped” stream
have it declared potential salmon
habitat (i.e., a critical area)?
How practical is converting 1000
s.f. of driveway to pervious
surface?
How reasonable is it to require
dedication (on one’s title) of an
additional 20% of the parcel as a
native vegetation preserve?
Would anyone be willing to sign a
release of City liability AND record
these restrictions and
maintenance obligations in
perpetuity on their property title?

Attendees found that the Open
House “options” minimized other
onerous regulatory requirements.
Each of the items shown is overly
simplified here. Much stricter
rules, controlling plants and trees
on the entire parcel, are proposed;
including required use of hand
tools and hand labor.

But, staff doesn’t mention they’ll
require replacement of 60% of the
shoreline with a deed restricted,
“no touch” native vegetation
buffer including tall trees.
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City Display
New Development

WSSA Critique

What restrictions would there
be?
Answer:
You will need to locate to - avoid need for a bulkhead
- avoid proximity to shore
- minimize topographic change
- dedicate 60% VCA on shore
- plant native vegetation &
trees
AND, you will need to. . .
Agree to –
- a maintenance bond
- record VCA on title
- replace trees at 3:1 ratio
- leave trimmings for habitat
- use only hand tools & hand
labor.
This diagram does not comply
with the proposed rules. The
planted areas cannot be split as
shown here and these are tall
trees, blocking views, and they
will be prone to toppling.

These sites should be allowed
to develop without unjustified
setbacks and burdensome
vegetation requirements.

More time and money!
Requires Dept of Ecology
approval, which rarely occurs.
CONTINUED BELOW

City Display
New Development - Continued

WSSA Critique

New development on vacant
lots and tear downs should not
be penalized. Development
compatible with that existing in
shoreline neighborhoods should
be allowed and encouraged,
not penalized. To do otherwise
will result in incompatible uses,
force hardship and costs onto
the property owner, and result
in reduced attractiveness of
these parcels.

Any impervious surface
constraints should be
equivalent to but not exceed
those imposed on all
neighborhoods.

There has been no rationale
offered for a 40% limit, if there
should be any limit at all…
Fences must be kept 25 ft from
shore & thus of limited value.
…but don’t forget, these are
part of YOUR 40%
TOP PAGE

City Display
Existing Stabilization – Minor Repair

WSSA Critique

WSSA’s position is that the
City’s action in restricting or
requiring removal of
stabilization will have serious
unintended consequences. Our
lakes have been “urbanized”.
Bulkheads have been used for
protection and water levels are
managed by systems such as
the locks on Lake WA and weirs
(small dams) on the other lakes.
Water levels have not been
properly managed and this
doubles the need to retain
conventional stabilization.
More restrictive than state
requirements, the owner must
prove their bulkhead was
legally established.
“50% & 3 yr” threshold is
arbitrary AND under SMP law,
replacement is an acceptable
form of repair.
Failure may be caused by poorly
managed water levels or
natural events beyond resident
control. Therefore, complete
replacement should be allowed
as provided by law.
CONTINUED BELOW

City Display
Existing Stabilization – Major Repair

WSSA Critique
City staff has modified State
code to declare repair of more
than 50% of existing bulkheads
a full replacement. This would
construe them as “New”. Next,
staff modified State guidelines
and would restrict new
bulkheads only to those
absolutely needed to protect
existing homes, not other
property features.
Staffs’ code also complicates
the permit process for new
bulkhead approval. One must
(thru consultants) demonstrate
that hierarchies of “soft-tohard” stabilization measures
are “not technically feasible”
before being allowed more
protective structural methods.
WSSA believes staff has been
overly restrictive and that State
code allows that “An existing

shoreline stabilization structure
may be replaced with a similar
structure… (and) ‘replacement’
means the construction of a
new structure”.

See comments above. They apply
equally here.

TOP PAGE

City Display
New Stabilization – “Avoidance” – Vegetation Option

WSSA Critique
Applicants for new or
replacement bulkheads
would need to prove none of
the following actions are
feasible before staff would
approve their use!

Action – Install plants to help reduce erosion and improve habitat.

New Stabilization – “Avoidance Not Feasible” –Option 1 - Bioengineering
Increasing level of stabilization allowed when avoidance or lesser form of stabilization
Is not feasible. A determination of feasible alternatives shall consider the following
Factors: Slope, Ability to Mitigate, Wave height, Nearsore Depth, Fetch, Wind Direction,
Risk to Structure, Cost.
Slope contouring, Beach nourishment, and Plantings

An expensive, complex report
and permit process will be
required of the applicant
costing from $7500 to
$15,000!

Even the federal government
recognizes that soft
stabilization will not work
with high wave and wind
conditions found on our lakes.

Unnecessary and extremely
expensive. Leaves
interpretation to staff.

CONTINUED BELOW

City Display
New Stabilization – “Avoidance Not Feasible” – Option 2 – Rock &
Wood

WSSA Critique
See comments above. They apply
equally here.

Action – Place semi-natural arrangements of rock and wood, with transition
to neighbors bulkheads.

New Stabilization – “Avoidance Not Feasible” – Option 3 – Rigid
Structure
Action: Place semi-natural arrangements of rock and wood, with greater
rigidity to protect primary structure and adjacent properties. (Including
logs)
See comments above. They apply
equally here.

CONTINUED BELOW

City Display
New Stabilization – “Avoidance Not Feasible” – Hard Stabilization Options 4, 5,
and 6

WSSA Critique
See comments above. They
apply equally here.

Action – Place sloped bulkhead varying the design depending on site conditions and
location of dwelling.

Staff proposes 3 “slope
scenarios” in order of
priority. The owner must
prove (thru consultants) that
a scenario is “technically not
feasible” before allowed to
consider the next level of
protection.
WSSA asks:
Have these scenarios been
prepared by qualified
hydrologic professionals and
tested under the extreme
conditions that occur along
Bellevue shorelines?
Finally, before construction
of the stabilization method
is allowed, owners are
required to:
1) a sign Release of Liability
w/ the City, and
2) record against their Title
the permanence of the
stabilization measure
selected.
A mix of hard and soft stabilization techniques may be used on different portions of
the same property.
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City Display
Phantom Lake

WSSA Critique
This announcement says it all !
Staff would take advantage of mismanagement of Phantom Lake to
designate its surrounding
properties as critical areas.
By taking advantage of State laws
which declare wetlands to be
critical, the City would side step its
culpability that nurtured wetlandlike conditions unnaturally onto
lakeside parcels. This has occurred
in part because of the City’s failure
to abide by easement agreements
to maintain lake outflow.
With planned expansion of
neighboring Eastgate, and no
assurance additional storm water
will be directed elsewhere, nearly
all residents have signed petitions
urging a more reasoned treatment
in the SMP.
This diagram provides information
necessary to understand the
impacts to PL residents. (Note:
the lake is off to the left margin)
The wetlands have crept higher on
properties. Complicating this is
the floodplain extending even
higher, but even more important,
most property owners would find
they’re confronted with an even
deeper wetland buffer (100 ft or
more). Add to this the structure
setback (20 ft) and many, many
residences will be declared nonconforming; perhaps unable to
secure insurance.

CONTINUED BELOW

City Display
Phantom Lake - Continued

WSSA Critique

Comments above apply. In
addition -

- Most parcels will be limited by a
floodplain level that has been
coerced artificially higher!
- Trees will be prone to decay and
must be replaced at a ratio of 3:1.
Meanwhile, homeowners accept
the risk of them falling.
These limits are unacceptable,
especially since Phantom Lake
harbors no endangered species of
fish. Unlike other lakes, PL docks
are limited to 250 s.f. including the
walkway.
Stabilization design will require
geotechnical studies and
engineering design.
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City Display
Ordinary High Water Mark (OHWM)

WSSA Critique

This diagram attempts to say that
the OHWM is identified by a
change from water tolerant
vegetation to plants that cannot
survive in wet conditions.

“Jurisdiction” is everything 200 ft
upland from the OHWM

This discussion is for Lake
Sammamish.
An elevation of 31.8 feet is not
justified as described elsewhere.
The City study is no longer valid
since it’s been shown the lake
water level has not been managed
as stipulated by the Corps of
Engineers. 30.6 ft is their standard
This “statistical trickery’s” end
result, as shown below, is an
additional shift of the OHWM
higher on properties by 10 or more
feet.

WSSA’s diagram on the left depicts
how an arbitrary OHWM ( some
1.4 ft above valid levels) would
force applicants to build 10, 15, or
more feet away from shore than is
necessary.
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City Display
Newport Shores – Residential Canal

WSSA Critique

Stipulating a 25 ft setback, rather
than the 50 ft on other lakes, has
not been justified. Properties on
the other lakes with bulkheads
face even harsher conditions than
this neighborhood and should not
be regulated differently. All
shorelines should carry the same
setbacks. No substantive
information has justified
otherwise.
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